
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Vs StormVs StormVs StormVs Storm    

11111111/0/0/0/05555/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Sophie Georghiou (Razzlers) 

POM: Stephanie Daire (Storm) 

  

Both teams started strong with sharp centre passes. With accurate shooting from Sophie 

Georghiou and Natalie Cox the first quarter ended at a close 12-8 to Razzlers. 

 

Razzlers start to pull away in the second quarter with excellent rebounds from Sophie Georghiou, 

Storms defence Katie Allen (GK) and Stephanie Daire (GD) keeping the shooters on their toes. 

Razzlers manage to keep control of the game with interceptions down the court from Razzel 

Ahmed. Finishing the second quarter 30-13 

 

Storm didn’t give up, in the third Quarter with Stephanie Daire (GD) having a number of cracking 

interceptions throughout the quarter earning herself player of the match. Razzlers stormed 

ahead with great passing down the court from all players finishing on 49-23. 

 

Katie Allen (GK) started the final quarter getting great interceptions and reading the ball well, 

Storm were unfortunately unable to catch the lead of Razzlers but fought well to the end,    

    

    Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers 65 65 65 65 ––––    Storm 30Storm 30Storm 30Storm 30 

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Vs LP Vs LP Vs LP Vs LP ThunderThunderThunderThunder    

13131313/0/0/0/04444/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Melissa Johnson (Razzlers) 

POM: Emma Nield (LP Thunder) 

  

A slow start from both teams going goal for goal with LP Thunder making it difficult for Razzlers to 

get the ball into their shooters. Razzlers also applied the pressure while LP Thunder settled into a 

new formation of players and positions.  

 

The second quarter saw a switch up for LP Thunder with Flo Wilson going to C and Nadeen 

Whitehead going to WD. Razzlers really got into their flow, accurate feeding and shooting from 

their attacking players meant they lead by 8 at half time.  

Going back to the starting positions a fired up LP Thunder came out strong, quick passing from 

 

Erin Gillard and movement in the circle from Ju Larcombe and Jo Purdy, with awesome shooting 

meant LP Thunder won the 3rd quarter by 1. Razzlers continued their speedy play down the court 

and support from all the team giving them lots of options. Going into the final quarter they lead 

27-20.  

 

LP Thunder went in to the final quarter itching to get within 5 points and it got off to successful 

start scoring 3 consecutive goals. Turn overs from Emma Nield and Ashleigh Jackson made it 

more difficult for Razzlers to score. However, LP Thunder lost momentum and an enthusiastic GS 

who fort for every ball resulted in a 7 goal win. An even game which could have gone either way, 

great play from both teams including accurate feeds, awesome shooting & strong defence. Well 

played all. 

    

    

    Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers 37 37 37 37 ––––    LP Thunder 30LP Thunder 30LP Thunder 30LP Thunder 30 

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Vs YateleyVs YateleyVs YateleyVs Yateley    

17171717/0/0/0/03333/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Polly Gardner (Razzlers) 

POM: Laura Hastie (Yateley) 

  

Despite the challenging weather conditions, and one oddly short goal post both teams came out 

fighting in the first quarter, with the Razzlers taking the lead 9-4, thanks to some lovely play by 

the Razzler’s attack Sophie Geo, Nat Cox and Razz Zuna.  

As the second quarter began Razzlers extended their lead to 19-9. The Razzler’s POM GD Polly 

Gardner and GK Laura Oligive putting up an excellent defence with interceptions and turn overs 

to give Razzlers the advantage.  

After the half time break there was some very nice play through the center court by both teams 

including Yateley POM C Laura Hastie, but this wasn’t enough to overturn the score and the 

quarter ended 29-13.  

In the final quarter Yateley, with a few changes of position, came out and put significant pressure 

on the Razzlers who had lost some momentum. The wind also picked up in this quarter which 

disrupted the Razzlers attack. This did not impact Yateley so much who began to pull back some 

goals but ultimately the Razzlers were victorious with the final score ending 32-22.  

 

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers 32 32 32 32 ––––    Yateley 22Yateley 22Yateley 22Yateley 22 

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers Razzlers VsVsVsVs    WhiteknightsWhiteknightsWhiteknightsWhiteknights    

2222/0/0/0/03333/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Sophie Georghiou (Razzlers) 

POM: Tara Lacey (Whiteknights) 

  

Great first meeting between Razzlers and Whiteknights with both team’s fighting and playing very 

strongly. Razzler’s took lead straight away with faultless shooting from GS Sophie Georghiou and 

GA Amy Chesswas and a determined defence ensuring most centres were turned over. This 

resulted in the first quarter ending on 18 goals to Whiteknights’s 4 goals. 

 

The second quarter saw Razzler’s secure their lead even further despite Whiteknights’s attempts 

to double mark and push Sophie Georghiou further away from the shooting post. Consequently 

the end score was 33-10 to Razzlers. 

 

In the third quarter, great interceptions and defence from Razzlers GD Gemma Lazenby and GK 

Emma Desbois enabled Razzlers to keep their strong lead, end of the third quarter score was 43-

16. 

 

Razzlers continuously strong shooting and man-on-man marking proved too difficult for 

Whiteknights to catch up with however they fought hard to secure an over 50% score to gain 

every point for the table possible. With great interceptions from Whiteknights’s C and player of 

the match Tara Lacey and great shooting from GS Helen Knowles this resulted in Whiteknights 

winning this final quarter.    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Razzlers 52 Razzlers 52 Razzlers 52 Razzlers 52 ––––    27 27 27 27 WhiteknightsWhiteknightsWhiteknightsWhiteknights 

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Razzlers Vs PanthersRazzlers Vs PanthersRazzlers Vs PanthersRazzlers Vs Panthers    

20202020////11110/20180/20180/20180/2018    

POM: Kirstie Ogilvie (Razzlers) 

POM: Nikki Barrie (Panthers) 

  

Razzlers came out strong with some sharp shooting and amazing interceptions by their GD, Olivia 

James and GK, Gemma Lazenby. Panthers struggled to get into their groove and Razzlers kept the 

pressure on, ended the first quarter leading 11-4. 

 

Panthers then stepped up in the second quarter and with some great play by their C (and POM) 

Nikki Barrie, and matched Razzlers goal for goal bringing the score to 18-12.  

 

The third quarter was fiercly contested but Razzlers managed to pull away again to create a 8 

goal gap going into the final quarter (28-20). 

 

However the final quarter was Panthers best, and they pushed Razzlers to their up moist. Balls 

were sinking into both nets but every panthers player stepped up and a great team effort allowed 

Panthers to bring back the gap and clinch the lead from Razzlers grasp. Final score 34-33 to 

Panthers. Razzlers POM awarded to Kirstie Ogilvie.    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Razzlers  33Razzlers  33Razzlers  33Razzlers  33––––    PanthersPanthersPanthersPanthers    34343434 

    


